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“Smack in the middle of a dark, godless place…”
…is where Justice For All volunteers often find themselves. It is your prayers, support,
and encouragement that equip them to “mirror the bright rays of the love of Christ” in
that place. Below, pro-choice college students and pro-life volunteers share what their
experiences with Justice For All were like for them.

“I walked up to the anti–abortion protesters on campus Thursday, ready to challenge
them for their ignorance and insensitivity in displaying gruesome pictures of aborted
fetuses. But after over an hour of discussion, argument and counter arguments
with...Jon [JFA staff], I came away feeling much different.” – Temitope Akande,
Oklahoma State student, pro-choice but reconsidering
“Good job educating us on how to engage people on the abortion issue--not by shoving
facts down people's throats or being argumentative but by asking questions and caring
about them.” - Rick, a Colorado training participant
“I came down to your display to encourage you for taking a stand, but after you showed
me how I can make a difference, I feel like you are the one who encouraged me!” –
Older man visiting the University of Colorado Boulder campus
“This topic of abortion and the discussion tonight really hits me. I am avidly pro-life and I
find myself being too quiet about it. This evening challenged me to really be bold and
talk with people about why it is such an important issue.” – High school student from
California
“After looking at your display, I couldn’t deny that abortion kills a human being” –
University of Kansas freshman
“I think it’s amazing that you are passionate about a topic avoided by most people. I
agree that abortion is one of the biggest problems facing our time. Thank you so much
for your passion for this. It hit me very hard because I have four younger siblings.” High school freshman
“I reflect on my experience at the Justice For All outreach with fondness. It was a ripe
opportunity to easily and naturally interact with lost, hurting souls, to stand smack in the
middle of a dark, godless place and mirror the bright rays of the love of Christ there.” –
JFA volunteer from Colorado

